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**Abstract:** ISPyB is a laboratory information management system (LIMS) developed as a collaboration between the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Diamond Light Source (DLS), and other synchrotron facilities. ISPyB has evolved from a database confined to simple sample tracking, experiment recording, and reporting to support sophisticated web-based applications for experiment planning, management, and presentation of downstream processing results. Experimental techniques range from cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and tomography (cryo-ET) to high-throughput, automated data collection on macromolecular crystallography (MX) beamlines, including directly from crystallization experiments in situ. Work is in progress to support MX Bridge, a highly automated beamline to be operated at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) to provide continuity of service to Diamond’s MX users during the Diamond-II upgrade ‘dark period.’